Distinguishing Racism, Not Race, as a Risk Factor for Child Welfare Involvement: Reclaiming the Familial and Cultural Strengths in the Lived Experiences of Child Welfare-Affected Parents of Color
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Abstract: Child welfare-affected parents of color (CW-PaoC) are often described using language that is deficit-focused, their families depicted as fragile and living in a near constant state of crisis and need. This commentary challenges the stereotypes created by hyper-attention to these parents’ struggles and situates them, and their families, within the broader context of the American appetite for family separation, wherein specific types of families are targeted for scrutiny, intervention and regulation. The concept of fragility within families is dissected to illustrate the ways in which racism and classism demarcate certain families for separation. Excerpts from two separate interviews conducted with Black mothers in 2014 and 2020 are used to illustrate how the appetite for family separation is currently fed. Familial and cultural strengths that counteract the prevailing deficit-focused narrative of CW-PaoC, particularly Black parents, are discussed. This commentary ends with a call for the dissolution of the CW system in its current regulatory form and the rebuilding of family-centered supports that center familial strengths.
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1. Introduction

Time suspended, his pleas for his life amplified by the crowd—the seconds counting upward on the video screen. As the last breaths passed his lips, his cries for his mother racing to the heavens the nation erupted in fury. The racial reckoning movement of 2020, ignited by the public murder of George Floyd and other unarmed Black people by uniformed, on-duty police officers, spotlighted America’s systemic racism in ways hard to ignore (Taylor 2020). In the eight minutes and forty-six seconds (8:46) that the police officer knelt on Mr. Floyd’s neck, America’s carefully cultivated legacy of racial violence was captured, frame by awful frame. Assured of his place and protections in American society, the White officer stared remorselessly into the camera lens, offering America an unfiltered view into a world known intimately to many Black Americans. This is a world of violence at the hands of and decisions made by people and institutions sworn to protect them, which instead stifle the breath and potential from their lives. The impunity with which that officer took Mr. Floyd’s life, apparently believing there would be no consequence for the baseless violence he perpetrated, is a hallmark of systemic racism.

This commentary is a call to action to acknowledge and disrupt the systemic racism that operates with similar impunity in the American child welfare (CW) system. First, the concept of race as a “risk factor” for CW involvement, is explored. Second, the uniquely American appetite for family separation as a preferred method of dealing with familial problems is detailed. The role played by antipoverty and racist sentiments in feeding this appetite for separation is discussed. Third, the utility of the image of the “fragile family” is interrogated for its use in keeping certain families CW-involved. Fourth, the familial
and cultural strengths of child welfare-affected parents of color (CW-PaoC) are presented using summaries from interviews conducted with two separate child welfare-affected Black mothers in 2014 and 2020. Finally, implications for policies and practices that unearth and uproot systemic racism in CW are detailed.

2. Race as a Risk Factor for Child Welfare Involvement

Race is a spurious concept—it was fabricated and socially agreed upon to allow White, land-owning men to consolidate wealth and power within a select group of people (Wilkerson Isabel 2020). Though manufactured, race continues to be used as a variable in health and social science research, and has been repeatedly found to be significantly correlated with poor functional outcomes (Kawachi et al. 2005; National Center for Health Statistics U.S. 2016). Race has been heavily researched, but measurements that discretely capture the effects of racially-based violence on racial minority groups are sparse (Brave Heart and DeBruyn 1998). This avoidance of explicit, scientific interrogation of the effects of White hegemony/supremacy (Pon 2009) is another marker of systemic racism. It refuses to name racial violence and makes invisible the pain of those who endure it, while repeating references to the correlations between a dubious variable and poor functional outcomes. The message broadcasted loudly, and backed by scientific inquiry, is that the skin a person is born in and the racialized group to which they belong is inherently risky, inherently bad. Race is a powerful divider in America, where undeserved privileges are doled out to some, while others are marked as undeserving and subject to subhuman treatment.

The CW system emerged and exists within the systemic racism that permeates the rest of American society, and CW-PaoC (CW-PaoC and parents are used interchangeably going forward) enjoy few protections within that racialized social stratification (Mays et al. 2007). Native and African Americans, two groups with a shared history of fighting against racial violence and historical traumas, remain grossly over-represented in the American CW system in comparison to their representation in the general population (Davidson et al. 2019; USDHHS 2019; Vidal Sarah et al. 2017). In an analysis of the rates of foster care placement between 2000 and 2011, Wildeman and Emanuel (2014) found that 11.5% of African-American children and 15.4% of Native American children were likely to enter the foster care system between ages zero and eighteen. Latinx families, specifically those who are phenotypically aligned with people of color and who live in poverty, have also found themselves subject to heavy CW involvement and regulation. 5.4% of all Latinx children were found to be likely to enter foster care in Wildeman and Emanuel’s study, while 4.9% of White and 2.1% of Asian children entered foster care during that time period. While the combined effects of race and poverty leave families exposed to CW involvement, Courtney Mark et al. (1996) and Dettlaff et al. (2011) found that race, specifically being Black, significantly increases the likelihood of CW involvement from referral through substantiation. Race, though not based in real differences between people, increases the likelihood of a family becoming and remaining CW-involved in America.

3. A Uniquely American Appetite for Family Separation

Separation of specific types of families is a culturally accepted practice in the US. Though family values are touted as American values, all families are not respected equally. Some families are susceptible to the separation that directly results from the vagaries of larger political agendas or social zeitgeists (Golash-Boza and Hondagneu-Sotelo 2013). This country’s appetite for family separation can be traced from the forced removal and violent assimilation through boarding school attendance of children from First Nations Tribes (Adams 1995), the sale at auction blocks of Africans and their children who were enslaved (Dunaway 2003) and the removal of the children of poor White immigrants sent from New York City on orphan trains to the American West (Trammell 2009). Americans were revolted by the contemporary televised images of traumatized Latinx children who were separated from their parents at the Southern border under the country’s Zero Tolerance Policy (Linton et al. 2017). Sickened by the images of Brown children living in conditions
reminiscent of concentration camps, the argument was made that this would not be tolerated if those children were White and middle class (de la Peña Cristina Muñiz and Punskey 2019). Yet, there is societal tolerance of child removals every day at near pandemic levels in communities of color and poor communities across the country. These removals are not televised. The cameras show up and headlines blare whenever a child is killed (Newman 2008), further perpetuating the stereotype of all CW-PaoC as dangerous. Yet year after year, the USDHHS’s Adoption and Foster Care Analysis and Reporting System (AFCARS) tells the story of poor families and families of color comprising the vast majority of families in the CW system, with Black and Native families disproportionately represented (USDHHS 2019).

4. Racism as the Risk Factor in Child Welfare

Race may be spurious but racism is very real. Remarkably, while race has been singled out as a “risk factor” for CW involvement, racism has not. Racism systematically drives people of color into some of the harshest living conditions in the US (Devakumar et al. 2020), but is not measured or designated as a “risk factor” for CW involvement. Many CW-PaoC live in conditions of chronic and compounded exposure to the deleterious effects of racism, complex trauma and extreme stress (Stephens 2015, 2018, in press). Yet racism is not explicitly identified as the cause of these harsh living conditions. Instead, many parents are blamed for the difficulties they encounter as they try to live and raise their children with limited means and restricted access to opportunities to improve their circumstances. Parents with the least access to resources and privilege are held to standards of perfection when they engage with CW. Ironically, these parents, who know what it is to be poor and locked out of opportunity, are measured by the hegemonic norms of those who are most protected. Their fortitude and perseverance are erased when their efforts to support their families on limited means are erased by the term “neglect”. Parents are labelled as resistant, non-compliant, safety risks and angry. Their behaviors thoroughly researched, with the findings used to justify the heavy financial, personal and societal cost of their surveillance and control (Roberts 2009). Though costly (USDHHS 2020), the intergenerational cycling of some of these families through the CW system has failed to raise alarms about the lack of effectiveness and inherent injustice of this entire approach.

5. Parents’ Accounts of Their Experiences in the Child Welfare System

Treating CW-PaoC as adversaries instead of as allies is wasteful and ineffective. The financial cost to society of current CW practices is great, but the cost to families is immeasurable. I interviewed Rashida (pseudonym) in 2014. Rashida was raised in a middle-class home in Queens. She lost both of her parents at an early age and as a teen moved in with a boyfriend who sold drugs. He became her first dealer and when they broke up, her struggles with substance use continued. Over the years that she struggled to overcome her addiction, Rashida lost all of her children to foster care. Some of her children were taken in by her siblings who never denied her access to visiting them when she could. Those children were never told that their mother was a bad person, they were told that she could not take care of them. Some of her other children were adopted by people unknown to her after her parental rights were terminated.

When Rashida became pregnant with her last child, she was determined to be a mother to him. She recounted the fight she had with workers who, based on her history, had already decided that she could not raise this child. She and her husband were homeless together but still managed to complete every mandated anger management class, parenting class and service requirement that was presented to them. Rashida described building a relationship with a worker who believed that she could be a parent. Together, they worked to get her housing which was the turning point for her and her husband’s ability to provide stability for their family.

It was in that same apartment that I sat and conducted the interview thirteen years after her reunification with her two youngest children. I met them that day along with
one of her older sons who had since moved in with her. She had reunited with all of her children and now a grandmother, the children Rashida was not entrusted to raise brought their children to her for care so they could go to work or run errands. Rashida is an integral part of her family unit. Years after innumerable dollars were spent on their separation, they found their way back to each other. Rashida’s family is not perfect, no family is. Families like hers deserve a chance to work through their struggles without the threat of separation.

Nowhere is this cost to families and society more disturbing than with young CW-PaoC raised in the CW system, who then lose their children to the very system that raised them. These parents have experienced first-hand the transformation of the system from one ostensibly meant to protect and support them, into one where they became pariahs. I interviewed Belle (pseudonym) in early 2020. Belle was removed from her mother at eight years old and remained in foster and group homes until she aged out of the system as an adult. She was in her late teens when she gave birth to her first child, a son. He was removed from her when she sought medical care for him, terrified when he could not keep any food down. Belle was involved in CW and Family Court as a parent and child simultaneously. When she went to court in the case against her mother, she described having a place to sit, being told what time she needed to get to the court for the hearing and being provided with information about her case. Her experience as a child in CW had not prepared her for the realities of how parents, possibly including her own mother, were treated. When she went to her court hearing as a parent, Belle described waiting in an overcrowded waiting area in the courthouse along with other Black and Brown mothers. She was given no information about her son. Her son was returned to her care without apology or explanation after a month in foster care. The hospital confirmed that he had an obstruction and provided him with the medical care she had voluntarily sought out for him. Belle quickly went from being viewed as a deserving victim to an undeserving villain and her battles with CW would continue for five years (and include her second child after she was born a few years later). She eventually reunited with both of her children but was still shaken at the time of the interview.

6. Cultural Wealth and Strength of CW-PaoC

Parents like Rashida and Belle need help - a fact that is freely acknowledged by many CW-PaoC. It is the way in which the CW system offers help that most find unpalatable. CW-PaoC interface with a CW system that is ill-equipped or refuses to acknowledge their strengths because those strengths do not reflect hegemonic standards. How could these strengths look the same? Many CW-PaoC, particularly Black parents, must become adept at survival against intense racial trauma which can target them personally, their children and extended families without warning and across social and occupational settings. There is no measure used to capture these strength that many parents excel at. CW-PaoC know that they live within a society that will:

a. Prioritize the incarceration of their family members over investing in their education and/or mental health.

b. Pity their poverty even after they have worked full-time at one or more jobs instead of fighting for a living wage within the world’s most economically advantaged country.

c. Extract their wage work without the basic acknowledgement of their human need for and right to paid sick leave, health insurance and paid time off.

d. Remove their children from their care for their struggles with poverty, mental health or substance abuse, often using the label of neglect. Once removed, the state and federal government will finance alternate housing and care for their children, but will not provide direct financial support to parents. Many CW-PaoC are mystified by the availability of funds invested in separating them from their children that seem to disappear when they ask for financial help.

CW-PaoC are neither naïve nor fragile. They have lives and live within communities that contain great strength and wealth as well as struggles (Yosso Tara 2005). Yosso asks the important question of whose culture has wealth? The high unemployment rate among
African Americans is often highlighted for the stressors associated with living in poverty (United States Department of Labor Statistics 2019). These statistics, however, do not show the cultural strength that emerged in Black communities in the face of racist exclusion from economic opportunity. High unemployment within Black communities in America has spurred a tremendous entrepreneurial spirit within the community. Black people have found ways to make money that do not require being hired by others. From becoming street vendors to barbers and hairdressers, the women who sew and braid hair, the young women who work shea butter into all forms of hair and skin products, Black people have learned how to make money outside of systems that WILL NOT employ them.

Perhaps the most notable of these entrepreneurial efforts are the street hustlers who contributed to their family incomes in lean times with money made from selling small amounts of marijuana. Many of those men remain incarcerated (Geller and Fagan 2010), while states and the federal government debate how to tax a drug (Henchman 2016) that long supplemented Black households outside of the law. After refusing to employ Black men, America paid to incarcerate those who turned to selling a drug that many states have now legalized. The public outcry over the stark racial difference in who is now able to profit from the legalization of marijuana and who continues to be punished, has been heartening. However, we cannot forget that many of these incarcerated men are fathers to the CW-involved children we hold so much empathy for.

7. Conclusions

A CW system which intensively involves itself in families across generations, using separation as a primary tool of intervention, can no longer claim to be helping those families. Such a system, which has earned the mistrust of most families it has encountered, cannot be reformed into being supportive of families. It must be deconstructed and the harm inflicted on families acknowledged and remedied. Family separation should be rare, directed and effective, not protracted and multigenerational. The recent Covid-19 pandemic forced some CW agencies to be creative and proactive in how they work with families. As removals continued, some agencies facilitated speedy reunifications so that children and their families did not need to be separated during a pandemic. These rapid reunifications should be studied for how they were achieved, the reduction of bureaucratic delays made a priority even after the pandemic has passed. Agencies have used technology to increase the level of contact between parents and children so that parents can be consistent in their children’s lives, greeting them the first thing in the morning and putting them to bed at night. In order to be equitable, many agencies secured funds to provide CW-PaoC the devices and data plans needed to stay in touch as Covid decimated communities of color living in poverty. The decline in reports of child maltreatment without a sharp increase in child fatalities during the early months of the pandemic should prompt an overhaul of the entire CW reporting system, as the majority of reports made even before Covid are highly disruptive to families but are unsubstantiated (Stephens forthcoming; USDHHS 2019).

If the CW system does not grapple with the systemic racism built into its routine operation, it will continue to exist as just another problem that CW-PaoC who are already struggling need to deal with. When racism, classism and the American appetite for separation collide, the stage is set for a system that consumes parents in unending services that do not meet their families’ needs. It is time for the CW system to meet parents as equals and recognize their strengths and knowledge about living and caring for their families in the realities of an American society at the beginning of its reckoning with effects of racism.
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